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N. B. Answer any five (5) of the following questions. Figures in the right margin indicate marks.

1. a. "Symmetric cryptosystems are better than asymmetric cryptosystems as they are 3
capable of handling data of any size't-explain with example.

b. Write down the name of protocols for securing message. 1
c. Give one difference between block cipher mode and stream cipher mode. 1
d. What are the three names related to RSA algorithm? 1
e. What is the main advantage of hash function? 2

2. a. "Electronic storage is usually less costly than paper storage" -justify. What are 1+1=2
the three types of attacks?

b. Give one difference between spoofing and sniffing. What is email bombing? 1+1=2
c. What are the risks of electronic document over paper documents? What are the 2+1+1=4

three algorithms used for digital signature? What are the types of cybercrimes?
3. a. Describe the components of e commerce. 3

b. How to make E payment system secure? 2
c. Explain the benefits ofE commerce from both supplier and consumer side. 3

4. a. Define protocol. Write down the design principals of protocols. Give one 1+1+1=3
difference between NSP & ISP.

b. Draw TCP/IP architecture. What is the most important difference between TCP 1+1=2
&UDP?

c. How many bits can be used in IPV4 and IPV6? Write down the full meanings of 1+1=2
RIP.

d. What are the six dimensions of e-commerce security? 1
5 a. Explain the usage of e-commerce in different sector of Bangladesh. 2

b. Write down the advantage of e commerce in the perspective of Bangladesh 3
t. Compare the payment system of different ecornnterce website in Bangladesh 3

6 Write short notes on(Any Four): 8
1. Private key and public key

11. Data theft...
Bai salam method111.

IV. UDP
v. Dotted quad addressing

7. a. How many types of Islamic contracts related to the e-commerce? Discuss any 4
two of them with necessary conditions in Islamic perspective.

b. Briefly discuss the steps of validity of e-commerce from Islamic perspective. 4


